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"77% of recruiters said they used search engines to find background data on candidates. Additionally, 35%

admitted they eliminated a candidate because of what they found online." (The Guardian Website)

This section serves as an introduction and overview of myPortfolio. If you're new to myPortfolio then

downloading and reading the Guide to getting started will really help you to understand what myPortfolio is

and how it can be used. The Help videos are there to give you an overview of how each section works and

how to build specific pages and can be viewed on most mobile devices including iOS phones and tablets. The final book

Promoting your skills online gives you advice on how to increase your employability by using technology and the web.

Here you'll find inspiration for pages you can create using myPortfolio. Some of these pages have been requested by

Solent Lecturers to support their students with their assessments. These pages can also be used to show off your skills

to potential employers. Please have a look and have a go at building one; your profile page is a great one to start off

with!

Below are links to video tutorials that can be found in the online Video Help book in the myPortfolio Basics section or

to a more indepth tutorial (marked by an *) :

► myPortfolio Profile Page *

► Slideshow

► Journal

► Displaying social media tools

► Online CV *

► CPD Logbook

► Project/research

► Self Analysis (My Learning)

► Planning tool

► Work Placement Log

This section shows you how to use myPortfolio for assessment including how to submit your ePortfolio via

myCourse for marking and feedback. Remember to keep checking your assessment brief as there may be

key items that your lecturer has requested to be included in your portfolio.

Here you can post questions in the Help forum about myPortfolio and use the 'Help video request box' to let us know

what additional videos you would us to make. If you are really stuck or have found that there is a technical error

involving myPortfolio then please contact Learning Technologies via the 'Contact Learning Technologies' link below:

myPortfolio: Guide to getting started
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Important Information for Lecturers

This section is to support lecturers using myPortfolio as a method of student assessment. Please

read this as it contains important information regarding how Learning Technologies will support you

and how you can make sure you stick to SSUs assessment rules & regs.

There are many sites out there that can help you to build a portfolio of your skills and work:

► Wix.com ► About.Me ► Wordpress ► Webnode

You can use these sites in conjunction with other social media tools to create a great online portfolio. Go to the

'Promoting your skills online' guide for more information.

Experts at Solent have put together a wonderful resource called CareerBox that can help you with your chosen career

path.

Go to CareerBox and have a look!

myPortfolio: Guide to designing effective assessments

Setting up assignment submission links in myCourse

This link takes you to myCourse self help guide on how to set-up assignment subsmission links in your unit

page.

Opening a zip file
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